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The Dual Penal State á la 
Markus Dirk Dubber 

KIMMO NUOTIO *

‘The critical, as opposed to le-
gitimating, potential of criminal law historiography has yet to be fully realized. The same is 
true, if to a slightly lesser extent, of comparative studies of criminal law’  

The Dual Penal State

The Dual State3

Modern 
Histories of Crime and Punishment 

The Dual Penal State: The Crisis of Criminal Law in Comparative-Historical 
Perspective

3  The Dual State: A Contribution to the Theory of Dictatorship
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laws which focus on the dangerousness of certain individuals and which mainly seek to 

 

Polizei

Po-
lizeiwissenschaft

Rechtsstaat and Polizeistaat . 

ontic
Tatherrschaft

The Police Power: Patriarchy and the Foundations of American Government 
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Dudley vs. 
Stephens

Rechtssta-
at Franz von Liszt

nullum crimen sine 
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genealogi-
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that only violations of individual rights should be termed criminal wrong and deserved 

Cesare Beccaria and Jeremy Bentham

Wolfgang 
Naucke Winfried Hassemer and Felix Herzog the claim that the legitimacy 

Juristenzeitung 
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Günther Jakobs

‘consistently contin-
ue to avoid facing up to the most awesome challenge to the legitimacy of state power: state 
punishment’  

‘There was no American Beccaria, no American Bentham, no American 
Feuerbach’

The Dual Penal State: The Crisis of Criminal Law in Comparative-Historical Perspective 

Ibid
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The American Law Institute

 
‘legal science  

Perhaps a modest, unpretentious, and inclusive conception of “legal science” can emerge, 
one that implies a commitment to systematic and comprehensive inquiry into internal 
coherence and consistency within a given regime of penal norms as well as into the 
regime’s consistency with whatever commitments the modern liberal legal-polit-
ical project places on the legitimate use of state power in general, and state penal power 
in particular. 

Buffalo Criminal Law Review
An Introduction to the Model Penal Code
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‘a parochial answer to a 
parochial question’

Rechtsgut-
slehre
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maybe we could see how the ‘ ’

‘step outside 
the comfort of the domestic doctrinalism’

 Ibid
 Ibid
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law which would be rechtsstaatlich

 

The Dual Penal State

 Making the Modern Criminal Law: Criminalization and Civil Order
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between common law and continental law and which would study critically the way a 

                                         

 

  


